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INTRODUCTION

Standard ERP uses a multi-year database to allow transactions and invoices from several years to be stored in the same

database. Closing balances for all accounts at the end of one financial year are automatically converted into opening

balances for the beginning of the next year. The multi-year database thus simplifies your end-of-year procedures.

Transactions within Standard ERP’s database are stored continuously, with no periods fixed in advance.  It is possible to

extract reports for any selected period. When a certain period is finally reconciled it can be closed for further entries,

however you can have as many periods open as you wish. Each set of transactions has its own number series. There is no

limit to the number of series which can be set up in each module using the ‘Settings’ function.

When closing a Fiscal Year in Standard ERP, there are key steps that need to be taken.

In addition to the steps defined in this document, the transfer of economic result will have to be done.

Please note that additional activities that have to be completed will need to be determined together with your accountant

and may vary from country to country in terms of legal requirements and accounting reporting standards. You will need to

go through this process with your auditor to make sure that all results are treated in the correct way, applicable to your

country. This is also a legal requirement in some countries.
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THE PROCESS OF YEAR END IN STANDARD ERP

Step 1 - Preparation

An important first-step in this process is to make sure you have a backup generated with all the latest data!

You should begin by generating the Nominal Ledger reports that we will list now into pdf or another electronic format, using

the whole financial year as the report period in each case, so that you can have these stored electronically. These will

provide the basis for the end-of-year work that will now be carried out by your accountant and auditors. You can send these

reports to your accountant and auditor by email or your company can grant them access to the system . Please note there

may be countries where reports might be needed to be printed in paper and if so, you should follow the specific rules for

each country. The reports in the Nominal Ledger module are as follows:

Trial Balance

The Trial Balance is a report showing all individual account balances. It is mostly used for reconciliation. By running the Trial

Balance, you can take a quick first check if the balances in the accounts seem right, if there are no discrepancies or strange

balances (for example, negative cash balance). You cannot alter the definition of the Trial Balance report. 

Period: Enter the period for which you want to produce the Trial Balance. The first period in the Reporting Periods setting

is the default value.

Accounts: You can limit the report to a certain account, or a range of accounts. If you leave this field blank, the report will

produce results for all used accounts.

Tag/Object: You can limit the report to a certain tag/object, or a range of tags/objects. If you leave this field blank, the

report will produce results for all tags/objects.

VAT Code: Enter a VAT Code here to restrict the report to transactions with a certain VAT Code.

Currency: The report will produce a summary of records booked in the specified currency.

Language: The report will display account names in the language specified here.

Only with Balance: With this checkbox selected, the report will only show accounts with transactions registered during

the report period, and/or with balances brought forward from a previous period.

List Transaction No: With this checkbox selected, the transaction numbers of all transactions that fall within the reporting

period, together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the end of the  report. All transactions will be listed,

irrespective of any restrictions in the scope of the report specified in the fields above.
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In the example above (Trial Balance Report) you can see grouped accounts (100:833), their forward balances, net changes

in the reporting period and finally the balances.

At the end of the financial year the Trial Balance will show your yearend result in the total Balance (Last Column). As soon as

you post the yearend result, the total Balance should equal to zero, meaning that now the total debits will cancel the total

credits. If this is not the case, then there may be an error in one or more of your transactions, which should be corrected as

soon as it is identified.

The Year end result posted in the Trial Balance needs to match the result shown in the Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss

reports for the same period. If this is not the case, then one of the reasons for that might be that the report definitions in the

Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss reports might not have all the accounts needed included, so you should ammend this.

Nominal Ledger

The Nominal Ledger report is an important part of the final accounts of a business. It is a list of every transaction, classified

by account and listed in the order in which they were entered. 

This report offers exceptionally powerful multi-level tag/object analysis. You can search for transaction rows with several

different tags/objects, and you can control subtotaling. For example, if you have Tag/object types of DEPT (departments)

and PERS (persons), you can create a report with the transaction rows sorted by account and department and with

subtotals per person within each department.
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Header

Period: Specify a period for this report, if your report period is a single day, just enter the date once and this will be

converted to a period format automatically. The first row of the ‘Reporting Periods’ setting in the system module is

the default value.

Loop 1, Loop 2, Loop 3: (Loop 2 and Loop 3 are on card 2.)You can enter a range of accounts, a range of tags/objects

or a tag/object type to each of these fields. The following examples illustrate how these fields can be used:

You must make an entry in the Loop 1 field before using Loops 2 and 3, or the report will be blank. 

Accounts: Next to each Loop field there is an accounts radio button. This should be selected if you wish to enter an

account or range of accounts in the corresponding loop field, for two reasons:

If the accounts radio button is selected, Standard ERP will assume that what has been entered in the loop field is an

account or range of accounts and will search for matching transaction rows accordingly. If the accounts radio button is

not selected, Standard ERP will assume that the loop field contains a tag/object, a range of tags/objects or a tags/object

type.

If the accounts radio button is selected, you can use 'Paste Special' from the loop field to open a list of accounts from

which the appropriate one can be selected. If the accounts radio button is not selected, 'Paste Special' will open a list of

Tags/objects.

Card 1

Tag/Object: Enter a tag/object code in this field if you want the report to only list transaction rows with a certain

tag/object. If the field is empty, all transaction rows, with and without objects, are included. 

Tag/Object Type: Enter a tag/object type code in this field if you want the report to only list transaction rows with

tags/objects belonging to a certain tag/object type.

Including Unspecified: Select this checkbox if you want to show transaction rows with tags/objects belonging to the

tag/object type specified above, and all other transaction rows as well. You should also select on the “show

tag/object” checkbox (below), so that those transaction rows with objects belonging to the chosen object type can

be distinguished from the other transactions in the report.

Only with Text: If searching for a list of transactions with certain descriptions entered, type the full or partial description

in this field. Assuming that that default entries have been used in the description field of each transaction row,

entering the account name here will generate the report on all postings to that account.

VAT Code: Enter a VAT code here to list transaction rows with a particular VAT code.

Language: If you need to have your report displayed in a specified language, enter a language code here of a language

used within your system. This will produce the Nominal Ledger report in the specified language. The appropriate
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translation for each account name will be taken from the “Texts” card of the account record.

Currency: If a currency is entered here, the report will only list those transaction rows with that currency shown on flip C

o f the Nominal Ledger transaction record. The amounts shown in the report will be taken from flip C of those

transactions: i.e. they will be in the chosen currency, specified in the currency field. If the field is blank, all transaction

rows will be included in the report in either Base 1 currency or Base 2 currency. You can select either Base 1

currency or Base 2 currency by selecting the appropriate checkbox on the report specification. Base 2 currency is

shown on flip B of the Nominal Ledger transaction record. 

Reconciliation code: If you want to list reconciled transaction rows with a particular reconciliation description code,

please enter that code here.

Exclude with Code: Select this checkbox if you wish to exclude transaction rows with a particular reconciliation code

(recon. code).

Reference: If a reference is entered here, the report produced will only show transaction rows from transactions that

have a reference specified in the header. Please note that complete reference will need to be entered here,  for

example: “Accrual” will not return results for “Accrual posting”.

Exclude Tag/Object: Enter a tag/object code here to exclude transaction rows with that tag/object from the report.

Used Accounts only: Select this checkbox to exclude accounts that were not used during the report period. Accounts

not used during the period but with a balance brought forward will still be shown.

Show References: By default, the report shows the text of each transaction. Use this option if you would like the

reference and the text to be shown.

With Corrections: Select this checkbox if you want all corrections in the transactions to be shown.

Subtotal VAT Codes: Select this checkbox if you want the total debit and credit amounts for each VAT code to be shown

at the bottom of the report.

Subtotal VAT Codes, per Account: With this checkbox selected, VAT Codes subtotals will be shown after each account

details.

List Transaction No: With this option selected, the transaction numbers of all transactions that fall within the reporting

period, together with debit and credit totals, will be listed at the bottom of the report.

Don't print Transaction Prefix: Transaction numbers are usually printed in the report together with their prefixes as

shown in the 'Transactions: Browse' window. For example: transactions entered directly into the Nominal Ledger are

printed as "2018.3" while those created from a Sub System are printed as "S/INV.180003" (Sales Ledger). If you do

not want these prefixes to be printed in the report (i.e. to omit "2018." and "S/INV."), select this checkbox.

Show Currencies: Select this checkbox if you want to show amounts in currency (other than base currencies 1 and 2) in

the report. The report will also show results in base 1 currency. Total currency balances for each account will also be

shown, together with the overall account balance in base 1 currency.

Corresponding Accounts: Select this checkbox if you want the corresponding accounts of each transaction row printed

in the report. The tag/object column will be replaced with one showing the corresponding accounts. Using this option

in combination with the “balances only” option will make the report function not work properly.

Show Base Currency 2 Differences only: Use this option if you want the report to list any transaction rows where the

value in base currency 2 is incorrect, according to the exchange rate and base rate entered into the system for the

particular transaction date. This may be because you used an ad hoc exchange or base rate in the transaction row in

question, or because you changed an exchange or base rate record some time after you entered it. Changing

existing exchange or base rate records after they have been entered and saved is not recommended.

It should be highlighted that this option applies the exchange and base rates according to each individual transaction date

and does not calculate base currency 2 differences by applying the current exchange and base rates to old transactions

rows. To do this, use the Base Currency Rate Change Report.

Balances only: Use this option if you only need to show a balance for each account, instead of having every transaction

row listed.

Show Object: Select this checkbox to print the tags/objects used in each transaction row.

Not Reconciled: Select this checkbox to include in the report transaction rows that have not been reconciled using the

account reconciliation register.

Reconciled: Select this checkbox to include in the report transaction rows that have been reconciled using the account

reconciliation register.
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Card 2

Include Simulations: Choose one of these options if you want to include simulated transactions in the report. If you

choose the ‘All’ option, simulation rows of ‘Invalid’ or ‘Transferred’ status will not be included. 

Values in: If you are using the Dual-Base system, values in this report can be shown in either of the base currency 1 or 2.

Select one these options to choose which currency is to be used on this occasion. If you are not using the Dual-Base

system, use the base currency 1 option to produce a report in your home currency. If a foreign currency is entered in

the currency field above, the amounts in the report will be in that currency.

Select [Run] to print the Nominal Ledger report as you have specified it.

When printed to screen, the Nominal Ledger report has the Standard ERP drill down feature. Select any transaction number

to open the individual Nominal Ledger transaction record. If you are selecting any type of transaction other than a direct

Nominal Ledger transaction, for example a transaction with prefix “S/INV.10000007”, this will first take you to the Nominal

Ledger transaction generated automatically by entering the sub-system record, in this case, the sales invoice. You can view

the sales invoice by selecting “open sub-system record” from the operations menu on the Nominal Ledger transaction. 

Then drill down to S/INV.10000007:
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And choose Open subsystem record from the Operations menu:

In the Nominal Ledger report you can see all the used accounts or all the accounts if specified as such. Under every

account you can see the transaction number, transaction date, the debit or credit side of the transaction, the net change and

balances. You can also see the number of transactions reported per account in the given period. 

Example 1: Nominal Ledger: list journal postings

Run the Nominal Ledger report to list the journal postings to each sales account (i.e. to list transaction rows with sales

accounts):
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1. Loop 1: Enter the range of sales accounts (100:199) in the loop 1 field in the header. 'Paste Special' can be used. 

2. Select the ‘Show Object’ checkbox so that tags/objects are shown in the report. 

3. Run the report

For each account, opening and closing balances are shown together with the net change over the report period. The

postings to each account are listed in date order.

Example 2: Subtotals

Subtotals: To calculate and display subtotals for each tag/object belonging to the "PERS" tag/object type do the following:

1. Enter the sales accounts range, (100:199) is again entered in the loop 1 field

2. Enter the "PERS" Tag/object type in the Tag/object type field

3. Select tab ‘2’ and enter ‘PERS’ in the loop 2 field as below. 

4. Run the report:
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Understanding Looping:

Loops 1, 2 and 3 are used to impose a sort order on the report. The account range has been entered to the loop 1 field, so

this is the top-level sort order. 

The "PERS" tag/object type has been entered to the loop 2 field, so the second level sort order is by the  tags/objects

belonging to that type. 

Subtotals are provided at the lowest level of sorting. In the following example, the report is sorted by account and then by

tag/object, with subtotals for each tag/object. 

Example 3: 2 Levels of Sorting

The loop 3 field can be used if you want to sort through three levels. 

For example, you might want to report on a range of sales accounts, by office, with subtotals per sales person within each

office. 

1. Enter 100:199 in the Loop 1 field and select the radio button for accounts

2. Enter The "DEPT" tags/objects type (for tags/objects representing the departments) in the loop 2 field

Enter the "PERS" tag/object type is entered to the loop 3 field:
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Run the report

NOTE: 

Filters: The loop 2 and loop 3 fields are both used as search criteria (only transaction rows with objects belonging to

both object types will be listed in the report). 

Subtotals: Subtotals will be provided at loop 3 level because an entry has been made to the loop 3 field.

Result: The resulting report is structured on an account-by-account basis (i.e. the top level sort is by account). 

Within each account the postings are sorted first at the loop 2 level (i.e. by department) and then at the loop 3 level (i.e.

by salesman). 
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Within each loop 2 object (i.e. within each department) subtotals are provided for each loop 3 object (i.e. for each

salesman).

Example 4: Changing the sort order

Change the structure of the report from account-by-account to tag/object-by-tag/object. 

This time, within each tag/object, subtotals are provided for each account. In the example, this has the effect of listing the

sales accounts used by each salesman, so that it can be seen what each salesman has sold. 

1. Enter the "PERS" tag/object type in the loop 1 field 

2. Enter the range of accounts receivable accounts in the loop 2 field. 

3. Select the accounts radio button next to the loop 2 field, because this now contains account numbers and not

tags/objects.

Result: This is the report sorted by tag/object (level 1) and then by account (level 2), with subtotals provided for each

account within each tag/object.
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Transaction Journal

The Transaction Journal is a list of every Transaction.

Transactions: If you want to print a certain range of transactions, you can select this range using the transactions field.

Enter the first and the last transaction number of the range you want to produce results for, separated by a colon (:).

If you leave the field blank, all records in the transactions register from the selected period will be printed. The

transaction number must include the prefix as shown in the 'Transactions: Browse' window.

Period: Enter the period to be covered by the report. You can read more about the period field on page 4.

Only VAT Code: Use this field to limit the report to transactions in which there is at least one row with a particular VAT

code.

Report Header: Specify the report header here. If unspecified, the default header “Transaction Journal” will be used.
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Legal Serial No.:In some countries it is mandatory for all Transactions to follow a single number series, irrespective of

their nature. If that is the case, enter the first number in the series here and select the “Don't Print Transaction Prefix”

checkbox. Each Transaction will be given a number in the specified series, in place of the usual Transaction Number.

Fwd Turnover: If an amount is entered in this field, it will be added to the total revenue at the end of the report.

Language: You can produce the Transaction Journal in different Languages: enter the required Language Code here.

The appropriate translation for each Account Name will be taken from the Texts card of the Account record.

If you do not enter a Language here, but you have entered a Language in the Company Info setting in the System

module, the report will be produced in that Language if you are using the “Account Description in Company Language”

option in the Transaction Settings setting in the Nominal Ledger.

Language Codes are created in System>Settings>Languages and can then be assigned to Customers or Suppliers.

List Transactions: With this checkbox selected, each transaction used by the report, together with debit and credit totals,

will be listed at the end of the report. If you have restricted the scope of the report using any of the fields above, only

those transactions included in the report will be listed.

List Accounts: With this checkbox selected, each account used by the transactions in the report, together with debit and

credit totals, will be listed at the end of the report. If you have restricted the scope of the report using any of the fields

above, only those accounts affected by the transactions shown will be listed.

List VAT Codes: With this checkbox selected, each VAT code used by the transactions in the report, together with debit

and credit totals, will be listed at the end of the report. If you have restricted the scope of the report using any of the

fields above, only those VAT codes affected by the transactions shown will be listed.

Skip VAT Codes on the Rows: If a Transaction row has a VAT Code, this is usually shown in the report. Select this

checkbox if this is not needed.

Don't print Registration Date: If this checkbox is selected, the report will not show the registration date of the transaction

record.

Don't print Transaction Prefix: Transaction numbers are usually printed in the report together with their prefixes as

shown in the 'Transactions: Browse' window. For example Transactions entered directly to the Nominal Ledger are

printed as "2018.3" while those created from a Sub-System are printed as "S/INV.180003". If you do not want these

prefixes to be printed in the report (i.e. to omit "2018." and "S/INV."), select this checkbox.

Don't print Trans. For Invalidated Sub System: By default, a Transaction created from a Sub System record (e.g. from

an Invoice) that you then invalidate will be included in the report. Every piece of information will be printed drawn

through with a red line, and the total value of the Transaction will be zero. Use this option if you want the Transaction

excluded from the report altogether.

Sorting: The report can be sorted by transaction number or transaction date.

If you sort by transaction number, all transactions of a similar type will be grouped together. For example, transactions

resulting from sales invoices will be grouped together.

If you sort by transaction date, all transactions of a similar type from a particular month will be grouped together. For

example, transactions resulting from sales invoices in January will be grouped together.
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The Transaction Journal report is a summary of all entries made in the Nominal Ledger. You can see the date, used

accounts, tags/objects, description and Debit and Credit values of the transaction.

Profit and Loss

The Profit & Loss report summarizes the income and expenditure (and therefore the operating Net Income or Loss) of the

business during the fiscal year. The result shown on the Profit & Loss report should agree with the result shown on the

Balance Sheet Report, provided that the result has been posted.

Period: This is the report period you wish to produce results for. Enter the first and the last date of the full reporting

period. The first period in the Reporting Periods setting is the default.

If you are using the Budget or Revised Budget Comparisons (see below), specify the budget period on the Budget

period field. 
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Accounts: Select how you want the accounts printed in the report.

All: All the accounts that have been included in the Profit & Loss report definitions will be shown in the report.

Used only: With this option the report will only show accounts that have been used. This option is similar to the “With

Balance” specification below, with the exception that it also includes accounts that have been used in the period in

such a way that they have no closing balances. This includes accounts that have balances brought forward from a

previous period in the financial year but have not been used in the report period.

When you use this option together with the Budget or Revised Budget Comparisons, the report will also show accounts

that either have a budget or revised budget for the report period or have been used during the report period.

Groups only: This option shows an overall balance for each row as entered in the Profit & Loss report definitions.

Used Groups only: This option only shows balances for rows as entered in the Profit & Loss report definitions that have

been used.

With Balance: When you use this option together with the Accumulated Comparison, the report will only show accounts

that have a balance for the report period. An account that has been used in the period in such a way that it also has

no closing balance will not be shown in the report. An account that has not been used during the report period but

has a balance from a previous period in the financial year will also not be shown in the report. If you want these

accounts to be included in the report, use the “Used Only” option above.

Notation

Exact: Shows the balances as stored in the transactions.

No Decimals: Rounds the balances to the nearest whole number.

Thousands, Millions: Divide the balances by 1,000 or 1,000,000.

% Turnover: Only valid if you use Previous Year, Budget or Rev Budget as the Comparison option.

Comparison: Select one option for the comparison column in the report. 

Accumulated: This option compares the report period with the Year To Date Results. 

Previous Year: This compares the report period with the same period last year, and shows the difference between the

two periods as an absolute figure or a percentage depending on whether you are using the comparison in % option

above. 

Previous Result: This compares the report period with the same period last year, but does not show the difference

between the two periods.

Budget, Rev Budget: These options compare the report period with the budget or revised budget figures for the budget

period. Note that for each budget or revised budget record there must be at least one entry in the grid area of the

screen complete with date before they will be included in the report. If you use objects, you should create a budget

(and, if you are using them, a revised budget) records for each account/object combination and overall

budgets/revised budgets for each account without objects. This will allow you to use the budget or revised budget

options with a particular object, and with no object.

Show Comparison in %: This option in the Notation area causes the comparison values to be expressed as

percentages.
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The Profit & Loss report shows the sales revenue achieved by your company. It also summarizes the total cost of sales and

the gross profit for the period. The total overheads are then summarized and the resulting net income of your business for

the period is shown at the end of the report. You can see all of the accounts by group and the values will be in the chosen

Notation.

Choosing a comparison specification with the previous result allows you to make a comparison between the current result

and the result of the previous period for the same time range. For example, if one month is chosen for your report period it

will be compared to the previous month's results, if three months are chosen, then these are compared with the previous 3

months, and so on.

Balance Sheet

The Balance Sheet shows the financial position of the company at a particular point in time. Showing Assets, Liabilities and

Equity. In the report specification window you can also include simulations.
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The Balance Sheet shows the forward balances, net change and final balance of assets, liabilities and equity of the

company at a given point in time. You can use the balance sheet definition supplied by Standard ERP, or you can edit the

definition or define your own. The total assets should equal the total liabilities and equity.

System Documentation

The System Documentation report in the System module describes the accounting system being used. This includes

descriptions of the Chart of Accounts, accounting rules etc. This allows an outsider to understand how you have arrived at

the final accounts.

For example, to see all the accounts and check if they are defined in different reports, mark Chart of Accounts with report

definitions in the report specification window and select “Run” to run the report.

In this report all the accounts are listed with the account name, VAT Code (taken from the account record), definitions of the

reports and the type of the account.

You can also run the Chart of Accounts Report in the Nominal Ledger, here you can choose the report.
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As you can see, the report shows the accounts, and in the definitions row you can find the balance sheet report definition

record number, where the particular account is defined.

The following steps will normally be done together with your auditor (steps 2-14).

Step 2 - Ensure that all Purchase Invoices and Sales Invoices have been OKed

To ensure that all purchase and sales invoices have been OKed:

Go to Purchase Ledger > Reports > Purchase Invoice Journal
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Insert the period for the whole financial year. In card 2 select the checkbox “Not OKed” under “Status”. 

Run the report.

As you can see in the report window, there are two Purchase Invoices that are not OKed. Using the drill down feature you

can open these Purchase Invoices, review and OK them. After that recalculate the report using the operations menu in the

report window and by choosing recalculate. Now the report should be empty. 

Go to Sales Ledger > Reports > Invoice Journal

Insert period for the whole financial year and check the box under “Status” - “Not OKed”.
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An empty report, as you can see above in the Invoice Journal report, means that all invoices that were created in the

specified period are OKed.

Step 3 - Check your VAT calculations 

Run reports for the whole year and reconcile to the monthly returns. Check that all VAT transactions are entered and VAT

accounts are reconciled. Run a Nominal Ledger report to check that your Input and Output VAT accounts are reconciled

with the VAT Payments account for the last day of the financial year.

Other taxes to be checked: Employee withholding tax, Social taxes and any other taxes your company pays in accordance

with local laws.

Step 4 – Verify the Ledger reports

Run a Sales Ledger report and check if it reconciles to the Trade Debtors account in the Trial Balance. Insert the date in the

date field on card 1. To see all the Debtor accounts, you may select the checkbox Show Debtor Accounts on card 2.
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With these reports you can compare the debtors account in the Nominal Ledger and Sales Ledger report and ensure that

the totals match. In these examples the debtors account (750) in the Trial Balance matches the sales debtors account in the

Sales Ledger.

Run the Purchase Ledger report with same logic and verify if it reconciles to Trade Creditors account in the Trial Balance.

Step 5 - Verify Accruals

If you are doing sales ledger and purchase ledger accruals, check that all accruals for the next financial year have been

done. 

Check if all of the Nominal Ledger transactions for the current financial year accruals have been generated correctly from

simulations.

Run the Accrual Report in the Nominal Ledger module. You can choose Sales Ledger Accruals, Accounts Purchase Ledger

Accruals or both, as well as specify a certain accruals account in the Account field:
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Then match this to accrual accounts in the Trial Balance report in the Nominal Ledger. In our example we will compare a

Purchase accrual

Then the Trial Balance for the corresponding purchase ledger accrual account (account 811 in the report bellow):

As you can see the amounts don't match and the difference in the reports above is of 108.75 GBP, which indicates, by

looking at the accrual report above, that the last accrual was not posted in the Nominal Ledger transactions register. The

next step is to book a nominal ledger transaction with the missing accrual so reports match.
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Step 6 - Check Expenses

Check if all Expenses have been booked and OKed. Run a Periodic Personnel Statement in the Expenses module for the

whole year and check if the end balance matches with the appropriate liability account in the Trial Balance report. 

And as you can see in our example shown above the Expenses are matching with the Trial Balance.
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Step 7 - Stock Balance has to match Trial Balance report account

Run the Stock List report in the Stock module that shows the stock situation, balances etc. for all or selected items, stock

locations etc. Various stock valuation models are available for calculating stock values. Be careful when comparing the

results of this report with the balance on the Stock Account in the Nominal Ledger: ensure that stock valuation selected here

is the same that is being used in the Stock Account in the Nominal Ledger.

Step 8 - Check if all depreciations are recorded and all Fixed Assets are booked

Run a Depreciations Report in the Assets module and reconcile it to the fixed assets and relevant depreciation accounts in

the Trial Balance report. For ease of use you can run the Trial Balance report for the specified account range to create a

report applicable only for the purpose of this reconciliation. The end balance on the depreciations report and the trial

balance report should match, if it does not, then there could be a mistake in either the assets register in the Assets module,

or in the bookings in the asset and / or depreciation accounts.
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If your company has assets where different depreciation models are used for internal accounting or tax reporting, do not

forget to print out the Depreciation report according to all models used and present them to your auditor.
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You can specify double depreciation models on the asset record.

Step 9 - Check if your Bank account matches bank statements

Check if your bank account in the Nominal Ledger matches the bank statements received from your bank: run the Nominal

Ledger report for your bank accounts for the fiscal year.
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Check the “Balances” only check box, to see only Fwd and End balances and the change during the year, to avoid a long

list of transactions. 

Another possibility is to use a Trial Balance report for bank accounts where the drill-down function can be used if needed.

Check if the end balances match your bank statements.

The Account Reconciliation register in the Nominal Ledger could be used monthly. It will help to find differences more easily

when sorted by “Not Reconciled”. 

Step 10 - Reconcile the Cash Account

Run a Cash Report in the Cash Book module and reconcile it to the cash account in the Trial Balance report. Before running

the Cash Report, in the specification window, do not forget to specify the “Payment Mode”.

Step 11 - Changing Reports and Chart of Accounts

Ensure your Chart of Accounts and report definitions include accounts for Profit & Loss Year To Date. It should be defined

as shown in the illustration below. This would probably be done by your accountant or auditor. Which accounts that needs to

be included in the result will vary, so check this with your accountant or auditor. If necessary, you may edit the report

definition to include other accounts if any have been added. If you do not have these accounts, they will need to be created

for booking the financial result in the Nominal Ledger module Accounts register.

For this example you will only have to create these three accounts.
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Checking the Chart of Accounts

1 Accounts needed in the process

Account 960 (Result of Current Fiscal Year)

Account 970 (Retained Earnings)

Account 99999 (Special Account for Year End Profit Postings)
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Make sure the account types match the Balance sheet report definition, lines 90, 100 and 105.

These may of course have other names and account numbers, but they have to be the correct account type according to

the types in the report.

Balance Sheet report definition

In the Nominal Ledger module setting called Report settings, highlight the word Balance Sheet and choose Definition.

After selecting the Definition button, the Balance Sheet report definition will open.

Check Profit & Loss shows up correctly on your Balance Sheet after you have made changes in the Definition of the Balance

Sheet.

To add a new row in the report definition, select the “New” button in the register. Add a row number on the number-field and

text “Profit & Loss of the Fiscal Year” on the text-field. Add the account number on the Accounts-field, choose accounts as

type i.e. Equity as  account type.

Please Note: You might already have the necessary rows. If so, do not add these rows twice.
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Open by selecting the lines you want to check. If we open line 90 it will look like this:

line 90: In the sample Balance Sheet Definition is the equity calculation, it causes the balances for all accounts between

950 and 970 to be shown in the Balance Sheet, together with a total figure for equity.

line 100: Is the profit calculation. This lines does not have any text and will not be printed in the report

line 105: Shows the result from the calculation in line 100, since it is setup as of type “Sum”
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Check the account type for all types and that correct accounts are defined in the report definition.

Now you can double check any changes made to definition or accounts by running the same reports.

If changes are made to the chart of accounts or definition you need to run these reports one more time and make sure the

report actually calculates the desired changes.

Step 12 - Run the reports again

Run the reports again (if you have changed any definition or accounts)

Balance Sheet Report

In the Nominal Ledger Module go to Reports and choose Balance Sheet. In the report specification you should enter the

Period that you would like to see the result for. If your Fiscal year is from 1 January 2018 until 31 December 2018, you should

specify: 01.01.2018:31.12.2018.

Run the report to screen first. This Report shows the status for all accounts used. It shows forward balances (from last Fiscal

year), changes during the Fiscal year, and the actual balance at the end of the Fiscal Period. The report is logically

structured according to the chart of accounts used.

Profit and Loss Report

Run both reports to screen and compare them. 

The Net Profit figure in the Profit & Loss Report should be the same as the Profit/Loss YTD shown in the Balance Sheet.

Make a note of this figure. You should also print all these reports to paper.

In this case we have a net Profit of 20.549,95 GBP.

Step 13 - Book profit or loss from the Fiscal Year

You should post the Profit or Loss for the year just ended, to the result of the current fiscal year (account 960 in the example

chart of accounts). You do this by entering a new record to the Nominal Ledger Transaction register, dated the last day of

the financial year (i.e. if closing is 01.01.2018:31.12.2018, the transaction date would be 31.12.2018. The amount to post is

the Net Profit or Loss from Profit & Loss report (and also the Net Profit or Loss from the balance sheet).

Some countries also have checksum columns at the end of the Balance Sheet Report. 

These will show 0 if everything is correct.
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Comment:

The result we want to transfer will be the total equity after every transaction is counted. Depending on how we would like

share capital and other financial issues to be handled, the figure that will affect the next Fiscal year needs to be allocated

(Booked) to next year. Usually this will be total equity & reserves in the report. This figure represents all income, expenses,

assets and Net Profit/Loss in one figure. The actual booking will be done by creating Nominal Ledger transactions directly to

one or more result account. 

Also remember to take into account special considerations regarding the adjustment of values and book this before the year

is closed. Also remember that all depreciations and accruals should be done before transferring the result (if you close old

fiscal years).

Remember to be specific in the text of the transaction.

The transaction should have the correct corresponding accounts and should always balance.

Booking the result to the Fiscal year:

If the company made a profit, then the transaction should debit the Special account for Y/E (Year-end) Net Income postings

(sample account 99999) and credit the result of the current fiscal year (sample account 960). If the company made a loss,

the debit and credit entries should be reversed.

Save the transaction and print the Balance Sheet and Trial Balance to screen. You should now find that the YTD Net Income

figure on the Balance Sheet is zero, and the Balance Sheet should balance. Finally, check that your Trial Balance report for

the last year still balances.

Step 14 - Create the Forward Balances

Now you need to bring forward the Net Profit/Loss to the next fiscal year. To do this, enter a new Nominal Ledger transaction

with the date 01.01.2019. You also need to update The fiscal years setting described in step 16 before you do this.

If you made a profit you should debit the result of the fiscal year (sample account 960) and credit the retained earnings

account (sample account 970)

Bringing the result forward to the next year.
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(Again, we see that in this case we have a profit).

The result of these two transactions (33 and 35 in above examples), is that the forward balance for account 960 will be the

result of the previous year in next years balance sheet. The end balance for account 970 will be the accumulated results of

all previous years in next years balance sheet.

Now the closing of your fiscal year end is complete. Now, all we have to do is to create standards for the next year

concerning record number series.
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PREPARING THE NEXT FISCAL YEAR

Fiscal Years

When closing a fiscal year in Standard ERP the first thing to do is to add a new fiscal year in the System module setting

called “Fiscal years”. Add the new fiscal year on the next empty row in this setting. 

Reporting Periods

In the System module there is a setting called Reporting Periods. In this setting you should add reporting periods for the new

fiscal year. The reporting period on the first row is the default reporting period on reports and will show up automatically in

the report period definition in the report specification window. 

You can drop the old reporting periods lower in this window by highlighting the whole row (this is done by selecting the row

number) and then selecting “enter”. You can delete old periods by selecting the row number and then selecting

“backspace”.

Number Series

It is very important to set a new number series in the settings of all the modules you use. Here is an example from the Sales

Ledger module, setting Number Series-Invoices. The Number series will always be found in the module it belongs to and will

be located in the settings.

You must also remember to update all affected registers, for instance when updating Sales Orders, you will also have to

update Deliveries and so on. A good rule of thumb is to update the number series by going module to module.
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Also remember if you are using dependent number series, for instance,  for a fiscal year period, that you should plan for the

years to come in a similar sequence and that number series for any automatically generated records should also have the

same logic.

For each number sequence, you have a measure of control over whether Nominal Ledger transactions are generated

automatically when approving invoices in that sequence. Using 'Paste Special' from the N/L field brings up a selection list

containing two options: "GenTrans" and "Do Not GenTrans". Select the first option if Nominal Ledger transactions are to be

generated and the second if they are not. In effect, this feature is an exclusionary one in that you can only choose to not

have Nominal Ledger transactions created for a particular number sequence. 

Number Series Defaults

System module, setting Number Series Defaults

Don't forget to make sure that any defaults set in the Number Series Defaults setting in the System module and in records in

the Person register (‘Number Series’ card) refer to Number Series in the new year (and plan for the future).

Closing of Fiscal Year Transactions

You can lock a number of transactions and subsystems records from being created before certain dates. This is to prevent

transactions or changes to be made to transactions belonging to old fiscal periods. This setting can be found in the System

module, setting Locking.
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Remember that these settings cannot be undone and care should be taken when closing the fiscal years. Using Locking

can be determined by law or legislation and may vary from country to country.

You can also use this setting to create a warning message on certain types of subsystem records and transactions if the

user is attempting to enter a transaction into a previous fiscal year.

That’s it! Now you are ready for a new Fiscal year!
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EXERCISES

Questions:

1. Do you have to create a new database every year? Why?

2. Which reports do you have to print out at the end of the year?

3. How can you sort data in the Nominal Ledger report?

4. In which report you can find the Chart of Accounts with report definitions?

5. Where can you change the definition of the Balance Sheet and Profit & Loss reports?

6. Which settings do you have to update to be able to work in the new year?

Practical exercises:

1. Run a Nominal Ledger report sorted by Tags/Objects and then accounts. Drill down to open an Invoice. 

2. Duplicate an invoice, change the date according to the report period so that this invoice will be in the same period.

OK and save the invoice

3. Recalculate the Nominal Ledger report.

4. Run a Transaction Journal report and check if the transaction of the created invoice is in the report.

5. Run a Trial Balance and check if the totals of the columns are 0. If not, try to find the reason.

6. Run a Profit & Loss report and a Balance Sheet. Check if the Net Income/Loss on the Profit & Loss report matches

the result in the Balance sheet.

7. Check if total assets match the total liabilities and equity in the Balance Sheet.

8. Make sure that all Sales Invoices and Purchase Invoices are OKed. Run the Purchase Invoice and Invoice Journal

reports. If necessary, OK the invoices and recalculate the reports.

9. Run a Stock List report and check if it matches the Trial Balance.

10. Run a Depreciation report in the Assets module and compare it to the Trial Balance.

11. Check if your Bank account matches the bank statements. Run the Nominal Ledger report with specified accounts

and check box “Balanced only” and compare it to your bank statements.

12. Check your Balance sheet and Profit & Loss report definitions.

13. Book Net Income/Loss from the fiscal year and create the forward balances for the next year.

14. Change or update the settings to be able to insert data in the new year.

15. Set up a warning to prevent entries in the previous fiscal year.
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APPENDIX

Terminology between different versions of English language

The language used in this material is British English. There can be slight differences between other versions of the English

language, which can lead to confusions. This table should help to clear these up. Sorted alphabetically 

British USA Canada A u s t r a i a + N e w

Zealand

Singapore

Cheque Check Cheque Cheque Cheque

Colour/coloured Color/colored Colour/coloured Colour/coloured Colour/coloured

Credit Note(CN) Credit Memo (CN) Credit Memo (CM) Credit Note (CN) Credit Note

Dialogue Dialog

Instalment Installment

Jewellery Jewelry Jewellery Jewellery Jewellery

Licence (noun) License Licence Licence Licence

Mileage Claim Miles Way Lists Mileage Claim Mileage Claim

Miles Miles KM KM KM

Mobile Cell Mobile Mobile Mobile

Nominal Ledger (NL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL) General Ledger (GL)

Post Code ZIP Code Post Code Post Code  Post Code

P r o f i t a n d L o s s

Statement

Income Statement Income Statement Statement of Profit or

Loss

Statement of Profit or

Loss

Purchase Ledger Payable (PL = AP) Payable (PL = AP) Purchase Ledger Purchase Ledger

Sales Ledger Receivable (SL=AR) Receivable (SL=AR) Sales Ledger Sales Ledger

Salesman Salesperson Salesperson Salesman Salesperson

Stock Inventory Inventory Stock Inventory

Stocktake Inventory Count Inventory Count Stocktake Inventory Count

Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment Inventory Adjustment Stock Depreciation Inventory Adjustment

Supplier Vendor Vendor Supplier Vendor

Turnover Revenue Revenue Revenue Revenue

VAT Sales Tax or Tax Tax (or GST/PST) GST GST/SST/HST
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